The vehicular communication networks, which can employ mobile, intelligent sensing devices with participatory sensing to gather data, could be an efficient and economical way to build various applications based on big data. However, high quality data gathering for vehicular communication networks which is urgently needed faces a lot of challenges. So, in this paper, a finegrained data collection framework is proposed to cope with these new challenges. Different from classical data gathering which concentrates on how to collect enough data to satisfy the requirements of applications, a Quality Utilization Aware Data Gathering (QUADG) scheme is proposed for vehicular communication networks to collect the most appropriate data and to best satisfy the multidimensional requirements (mainly including data gathering quantity, quality, and cost) of application. In QUADG scheme, the data sensing is fine-grained in which the data gathering time and data gathering area are divided into very fine granularity. A metric named "Quality Utilization" (QU) is to quantify the ratio of quality of the collected sensing data to the cost of the system. Three data collection algorithms are proposed. The first algorithm is to ensure that the application which has obtained the specified quantity of sensing data can minimize the cost and maximize data quality by maximizing QU. The second algorithm is to ensure that the application which has obtained two requests of application (the quantity and quality of data collection, or the quantity and cost of data collection) could maximize the QU. The third algorithm is to ensure that the application which aims to satisfy the requirements of quantity, quality, and cost of collected data simultaneously could maximize the QU. Finally, we compare our proposed scheme with the existing schemes via extensive simulations which well justify the effectiveness of our scheme.
Introduction
Vehicles which equipped various types of sensing devices can sense all kinds of information in the surrounding environment [1] [2] [3] . At the same time, due to its strong mobility, the use of participatory sensing can obtain a large amount of sensing data in a very economical way [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . These data could build various applications based on bid data. The examples of the classical use of such applications are as follows: VTrack [10] and Waze [11] is a system which can provide omnipresent traffic information by collecting vehicle operating status information; WeatherLah [12] is for giving fine-grained situation on the ground; and NoiseTube [13] is for making noise maps. In such applications, the time and space for data gathering are very large which leads to the general use of participatory sensing to get the data. This type of network is called crowdsourcing network or participatory network [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Apparently, vehicular communication networks (VCNs) have a greater advantage in this regard [20] [21] [22] . First of all, it is a good participatory network for the reason that it has big number of vehicles which equipped various sensing devices which can sense different data efficiently; second, vehicles generally have strong communication skills [22, 23] , which enable vehicles to exchange information with other vehicles, data center, and the external environments. They also play a significant role in supporting various applications such as road safety, traffic management, and a wide range of applications based on perceptual data [10] [11] [12] [13] . On the other way, vehicular communication networks are also regarded as vital key technologies for next-generation 2 Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing intelligent transportation systems (ITS) which are envisioned to greatly improve the transportation safety and efficiency by incorporating wireless communication and informatics technologies in the transportation system. In the end, vehicles flow in the city with greater mobility, which can bring great convenience to data collection. Vehicular communication networks, together with the cloud computing network [4, 7, 18, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] as a key component of fog computing [7, 24, 25] , provide the basis for the development of new network architectures.
Data is the basic resource of the current big data network [30] [31] [32] . Thus, efficient data gathering is the basis for effective work on big data networks, crowdsourcing networks, or participatory networks [33] [34] [35] [36] . Many effective data gathering efforts have been proposed. Generally speaking [37] [38] [39] [40] , in the applications based on the data gathering, the system consists of the following three parts. (1) Data collectors: it generally refers to people or facilities equipped with sensing equipment, such as vehicles, smartphones, and monitor sensors equipped in the industrial field. There is a large number of sensing devices and the wide spread of their distribution could provide continuous, sufficient data for big data networks. Sometimes data collector is called data reporter or reporter [41] [42] [43] . (2) Data demander (DD): data demander needs data, sometimes called applications (or task publisher). They publish the specified need of data gathering and afford a certain payment to data reporter to encourage them to collect data [41] [42] [43] . Reporters collect data and report data to the data demander. Data demander processes the collected data and forms the application which can satisfy the requirement of customers, such as VTrack [10] , Waze [11] , WeatherLah [12] , and Noise Tube [13] , which afford different information services to customers. Data demander charges customers a fee to cover their expenses. (3) Customers: they consume applications' services and pay applications a fee.
The main content of this paper is to study how data demander chooses suitable data reporters to collect high quality data to create high quality applications and maximize the profits of the system. Generally, the data collection process is as follows: the data demander publishes the data gathering area, time, other attributes such as data quality, and the reward for reporting data samples. Data reporter senses and collects data with participatory sensing and reports the sensing data to data demander and gets the corresponding reward. How data demander selects right data reporter to collect data is an important issue. Some corresponding strategies and algorithms have been proposed. In summary, the following categories are mainly included.
(1) The data gathering strategy which aims to collect the specified number of data samples: the main goal in this type of strategy is to obtain the specified amount of data samples. These incentives mechanism of these strategies is generally based on the market supply and demand. If the reward provided by the data demander is enough to get adequate data samples, the system would try to cut the reward to reduce the cost. But the enthusiasm of data reporter will decrease if the reward is reduced. Thus, the amount of data samples collected by the data demander will decline too. In such a process of adjusting the reward, the system will reach a balanced stage. At this point, data demander collects the expected amount of data samples and the payment of demander is the least. However, the main drawbacks of this method are as follows. (a) First, only considering the amount of data obviously does not necessarily meet the needs of demander. The data collection should be based on a certain degree of data quality. (b) This strategy does not consider the time and space of data distribution and it will seriously affect the practical application. For example, in applications such as VTrack [10] , Waze [11] , WeatherLah [12] , and NoiseTube [13] , if the collected data samples are concentrated in a certain local area and many other areas do not have enough data samples, the lack of data in these areas will make the function of these applications lose their due role.
(2) Quality-based data gathering mechanism: such studies consider not only the amount and the cost of collected data but also the quality of the collected data so that the quality of the application could be improved. In this type of research, the criteria for evaluating data quality are generally defined first, which is followed by the selection to get high quality data based on the proposed criteria. For example, Quality of Contributed Service (QCS) is proposed by Tham and Luo [44] to evaluate the contribution of collected data to the application synthesized by DD. The metric named Quality-of-Information (QoI) is also proposed by Song et al. [3] to evaluate the quality degree of data samples. Thus, in this type of data collection strategy, DD maximizes the quality of composite applications by selecting the data of high QCS or QoI reporters. Data coverage which is proposed by Reddy et al. [31] is another measure of the quality of data collected. It mainly refers to whether the collected data could cover the perceived area well. Thus, when considering data coverage, the main problem is which data should be chosen to maximize the number of covered areas and balance the amount of data collected in different areas. However, due to the following three reasons, these strategies still have some shortcomings. (a) First, choosing high quality data does not definitely make applications have high quality. Even if the data of high Quality-of-Information (QoI) is preferentially selected every time, it is impossible to obtain high quality applications overall every time. Although the quality of a single data may be high, the quality of the application will not improve if data samples in this area are much enough which make the quality in this area high enough already. At this point, even the data with high quality cannot improve the quality of the application on the whole. At this moment, in the grids which have few data samples the quality will be efficiently improved even with the data which has low quality. Therefore, data collection with QoI only has local optimization but not overall optimization. (b) In the strategy which selects high QoI data, it is often assumed that the cost of each collected data is the same. Therefore, selecting high QoI data is good for the system. It must be pointed out that the cost of data with high QoI is different. And it is difficult to maintain data of high QoI with the same reward. On the other hand, the reporter in different areas collects data with different cost, so the quality of sensing data is not the same with the same cost, which also leads to deficiencies of the strategy which selects high quality data Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing 3 first. For example, for vehicular communication networks, in urban centers, the number of vehicles is very large and the sensing data environment (such as wireless communication infrastructure) is also more advanced. As a result, the quality and the quantity of data collected in these areas are also very high. Thus, according to the high quality data-first strategy, there will be a lot of data collected in urban centers, whereas the majority of nonurban areas will collect very little data. This will seriously affect the performance of the application. (c) On the other hand, the problems in coverage are the simplification of the actual situation. There are also some studies that divide the area of data collection into smaller grids, and the coverage is used to equalize the amount of data collected in these grids. In practice, however, the amount of data needed by DD varies from region to region. It will increase the cost of the system unnecessarily if these regions are designated same amount of data. For example, data collection for many applications is related to location and time. For the situation that the needed data amount changes over time, the amount D of the data which the system needs to collect also changes constantly. To reduce the cost of data collection, the consideration of D is to ensure that the data collected could reflect the actual situation. And therefore, under different circumstances, D of different application often changes. For example, in the haze monitoring, if the weather and the haze are stable in the whole city, the cost can be lowered by reducing D. And the high quality services provided by application will not be affected. If there are large changes in the weather, it is necessary to collect more data. And the higher frequency of data acquisition should be applied to guarantee that the requirements of customers could be satisfied by applications. Obviously, this situation also exists in other applications. And these cases have not been considered in the previous studies. In addition, data collection varies from region to region. In general, urban centers or densely populated areas require a high level of data collection and therefore require a large amount of data to be collected. Relatively speaking, collecting a small amount of data in the remote area does not affect the performance of the application. For example, in the traffic information applications, the city center area is more congested, which requires more detailed data. Relatively speaking, the traffic congestion in the remote areas is much less than that in the urban centers, so it is not necessary to acquire the same amount of data.
The last downside is that the overall cost is seldom considered in previous studies. In fact, the system cost is a key factor which has a significant impact on the application. Therefore, DD needs to reduce cost based on improving the quality. This is rarely considered in previous studies. Many game-based or incentive-based mechanisms focus on the cost of the system. However, the affection of data quality, finegrained time, and space is ignored. For example, to save costs, the collection of data is reduced during periods of steady climate, while different amounts of data are collected in different areas.
However, at present, there is a lack of such a framework that can support data collection in a fine-grained manner in time and space. Therefore, this paper fundamentally solves this problem by proposing a fine-grained data collection strategy.
(1) A fine-grained data gathering framework is proposed for vehicular communication networks to collect the most appropriate data and to best satisfy the multidimensional requirements (which mainly include data gathering quantity, quality, and cost) of application.
(2) A metric named "Quality Utilization" (QU) is to quantify the ratio of quality of the collected sensing data to the cost of the system. The application of "Quality Utilization" to our proposed algorithm shows that it is more effective in evaluating the overall performance of data collection strategy.
(3) Under the proposed data framework, a Quality Utilization Aware Data Gathering (QUADG) scheme is proposed to realize efficient, high quality data collection, in which the data collection time and area are divided into very fine granularity to meet the application of data collection quantity, quality, cost, and other multidimensional fine-grained requirements. Three data collection algorithms are proposed to maximize QU under different application requirements. The first algorithm is to ensure that the application which has obtained the specified quantity of sensing data can minimize the cost and maximize data quality by maximizing the QU. The second algorithm is to ensure that the application which has obtained two requests of application (the quantity and quality of data collection, or the quantity and cost of data collection) could maximize the QU. The third algorithm is to ensure that the application which aims to satisfy the requirements of quantity, quality, and cost of collected data simultaneously could maximize the QU.
(4) Finally, we compare our proposed scheme with existing schemes via extensive simulations. Extensive simulation results well justify the effectiveness of our scheme.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We review related work in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe the system model and formulate the problem of our data collection strategy. Section 4 presents the details of the fine-grained data collection framework as well as our Quality Utilization Aware Data Gathering (QUADG) scheme. We evaluate the proposed QUADG scheme via simulations in Section 5. We conclude the paper in Section 6.
Related Work
Mobile crowdsourcing [14-19, 23, 40-44] is a new data acquisition pattern that uses mobile devices (such as mobile smart phones and mobile automotive devices) to sense and acquire large amounts of data. It is a manifestation of the Internet of Things. It refers to the interactive, participatory perception networks [45] [46] [47] [48] which are formed by mobile device. In crowdsourcing, the tasks will be published to the individuals or groups to help the professionals or the public to collect data and analyze information or to complete large-scale computing tasks and to share knowledge. Due to the rapid development of intelligent terminal equipment technology, a great variety of new intelligent terminal equipment has appeared which are widely used in various fields and applications such as industry, agriculture, transportation, market operation, environmental protection, and health care 4 Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing [49, 50] . The rapid development of mobile sensing device makes mobile crowdsourcing reach a new height in both quantity and quality of data [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . This is due to the following aspects. (1) First, there is a huge increase in the number of mobile intelligent sensing devices. Take smartphones [10-13, 39, 43] as an example. By 2011, the global mobile smartphones have been sold more than PCs. By 2016, the number of global mobile subscribers has reached 7 billion [51] . China's mobile subscribers exceeded 900 million in 2016 [52] . The number of vehicles with more perceptual devices, stronger perception ability, and mobility also maintained a sustained and rapid growth. According to statistics, just in China, by the end of June 2017, there were 304 million motor vehicles in China and 328 million car drivers. There are 23 cities which have more than 2 million cars and 6 cities which have more than 6 million cars. At the same time, the advent of various new types of sensing devices has led to a geometric increase in the number of sensing devices. For example, the emergence of smart watches, smart bracelets, and smart health monitoring devices for human characteristics enables people to have 24-hour health checkups and measurements without any uncomfortable feeling [53] . The widespread use of new radar, camera, water, wind, and geo-hazard sensing devices makes the data obtained by human beings not only limited to the surrounding environment of human beings, but also extended to unmanned rivers, lakes, and seas. The ability to sense data has reached an unprecedented height. (2) Second, the ability of these sensing devices to sense and acquire data has also been greatly improved. The processing power of latest Huawei P10 smart phone, whose CPU has eight cores: four 2.4 GHZ core and four 1.8 GHZ core, has exceeded some PCs. (3) The rapid development of wireless network technology makes mobileaware devices seamlessly integrate into the existing basic network, thus forming a new type of ubiquitous network. Wireless broadband technologies such as 4G-LTE, LTE-A, and Wi-Fi have been widely used [2] . 5G and D2D technology is also witnessing rapid development. The development of these wireless broadband technologies has pushed pervasive perceptual computing to a new level. This allows users to use high quality network anytime and anywhere, which further boosts the growth of mobile crowdsourcing network [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] . This has aroused widespread concern in industry and academia, and thus there are more and more researches on it. Because the mobile crowdsourcing network can realize a wide range of data perception, it has been widely used in a variety of applications at the beginning of its development. Common Sense [54] , an air quality testing application developed by the University of California, Berkeley (UCB), Creek Watch [55] , a project conducted by IBM that investigates water pollution, and PEIR [56] , a project utilizing the location information to study environmental impacts, are all the research in the field of crowdsourcing. In addition, EarPhone [57] , noise level monitoring project, BikeNet [58] , the health service project, CenceMe [59] , the social awareness combined with social networking project, Waze [11] , the well-known commercial mapping service company [57] , and so on are classical application of crowdsourcing in social life. But these studies are still in progress. To summarize, the relevant research is mainly focused on the following aspects: (1) the study on crowdsourcing network architecture; (2) strategies and methods used in data collection strategy; and (3) quality assurance strategies and methods for data collection strategies.
(1) The Framework of the Crowdsourcing Network. A typical system architecture of crowdsourcing is shown in Figure 1 . The system architecture consists of three components. (1) Data demander (DD): DD usually is a service builder and service provider of an application, or service platform. In general, DD is to adapt to the needs of the market or to meet the application needs of a group of service consumers in the market. These applications are always based on big data and therefore require crowdsourcing to collect large amounts of data. If the data has been collected, DD will do the data extraction, cleaning, and refining and synthesize advanced services with collected data. The service is then provided to the service consumer who will be charged for a fee to cover the expense of collecting data, composing the service, and so on. (2) Data collector: it generally refers to people, vehicles, mobile phones, and others which have or are equipped with sensing devices. They are also called data reporter. These large amounts of perceptual data devices could provide real-time, large quantities of data for the application. (3) Service consumers: they consume the services provided by the application and pay providers a fee.
Although the above structure is one of the most commonly used crowdsourcing network architectures, it can vary from one application to another depending on the subject's role. At some point, the study does not emphasize service consumers, as in this article. At this time, the crowdsourcing network becomes a two-tier structure where data requesters and application services platforms are on the same aspect and data collectors are on the other. At this point the study focused on the interaction between data collection and DD, while in some studies, the emphasis is placed on the interaction and influence among the three roles. So, the interactive Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing 5 structure has three components. It is obvious that the interaction in the three components will be more complicated. The interaction mechanism currently has the following aspects.
(1) Interaction between DD (or service platform) and data collectors: to get a certain amount of data, DD need to take some incentives to motivate the data collector. (2) Interaction between DD and service consumer: with collected data, DD provides the corresponding service to the service consumer. And the service consumer pays a certain fee to enjoy the service. There exists the relationship of mutual restriction and mutual influence between the two kinds of interaction mechanisms. First, if the incentive payment for the data collector provided by DD is not high enough, the quantity and quality of the data collected by the data collector will not be good enough. As a result, the quality of service provided by the DD is unsatisfying. However, if the quality of service received by service consumers is poor, their consumption will be affected. Service consumers may choose other costeffective service providers, which will lead to the decrease of DD's revenue. The decrease of revenue may further force DD to reduce the intensives of data collectors and thus the data collector cannot be effectively motivated. The reduction of incentive will further deteriorate the quality of service, which makes the system plunge into a vicious circle. So, the problem is how to formulate reasonable incentives for DD to attract data collector and to afford the high quality applications to service consumer so that data collector could obtain a certain income to get profits. However, how to optimize the incentive is not an easy task. Therefore, researchers put forward various optimization strategies and incentive strategies. Some incentive mechanisms and strategies closely related to this study are given below.
(2) Incentive Strategies and Methods Used in Data Collection.
Although there are so many perceptual devices, or data reporters, it is still a major challenge for DD to collect the right data. First, data transmission and acquisition will require data collectors to pay a certain amount of vigor, time, energy, and other costs. As a result, data collectors, if not motivated enough to participate actively in data collection, will not be able to complete the task of collecting data easily. It has been pointed out by researchers [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] that the price paid by the data reporter mainly consists of two aspects: (1) the resources of perception such as battery power and (2) the computing resources and data traffic of participants' mobile devices. And in the process, participants also need to spend time and labor. Without proper rewards, participants are not interested in staying active in the long term. On the other hand, some sensitive data provided by the participants may reveal their privacy. The data perceived by participants includes many types of data, such as text, image, audio, and video. Most of these data are time and location sensitive, and users need to provide corresponding time and location besides data itself. The leakage of spatiotemporal information is another major factor preventing participants from joining.
To ensure that an adequate amount of data is collected, the incentive mechanism is an effective and commonly used method [19, 37, 40, 60] . It encourages and stimulates the participation of participants in sensing tasks via appropriate incentive mechanisms (models) and provides high quality, reliable sensing data. Different incentive mechanisms have different incentive effect for different groups of participants under different scenarios. From the point of reward towards data collection, the forms of intensives are usually as follows: money-based incentives, fun games incentives, social relationship incentives, and virtual integral incentives. (1) The most direct, effective, and most commonly used incentive form is the monetary incentive, which pays back participants' sensing data by means of money [61] . (2) Fun game incentive refers to the utilization of the game's entertainment and attractiveness to motivate data collectors to complete the perceived task. (3) Social relationship motivation is that, in a social networking relationship, participant could be motivated by maintaining a sense of belonging in a social relationship. (4) Virtual integral incentive means that participants get virtual integrals from perceived tasks in return. The real money converted by virtual credits, a certain kind of real thing, or the feeling of satisfaction brought by the mechanism will inspire users to participate in the sensing tasks.
There is a competition and game between DD and data collectors. Both sides hope to get the maximum benefit with minimum cost. From the view of DD, its main objective is to motivate more participants with minimal payment or controllable payment. It means DD need to improve the level of participation, while ensuring the high quality and reliability of data reported by participants. As a participant in completing the task, the main obstacle to actively participating in the perceived task is the problem of resource consumption and privacy security caused by perceived tasks.
According to the different incentive focus, the intensive mechanisms can be divided into two types: server-centric and user-centric. The server-centric approach first needs to be informed in advance about all information of data collectors such as quotes and data quality and then selects a subset which has the smallest payment and biggest utilization of data collectors as winner set. This server-centric approach to payment mainly uses game theory, the most important of which is the auction model. In the auction model, each participant has a bid b, a true bid v, and b ⩾ v to ensure that participants could receive nonnegative returns. The server learns the bidding information b in advance and then chooses the participants with the lowest bid rather than all the participants to reduce the payment. Obviously, DD tends to have an advantage in this type of interaction. Data collectors with high bid will always lose the chance to win the bid competition. However, this approach is often difficult to realize in practice. For example, for vehicular communication networks, each vehicle submits data independently, and the data is generally real-time data. It is difficult for DD to obtain global information and then optimize the choice. Therefore, in practice, most of the data collector-centric payment means that the server platform does not select the participants according to the information of all participants but pay the participant directly according to each participant's individual quotation or completion quality.
Auction and game are the most commonly used mechanisms. Reverse auctions are the most popular mechanism used by crowdsourcing. Reverse auctions refer to the auction of one buyer and many potential sellers. In a reverse auction, the buyer presents the data they want and then awaits the contact of the sellers who hold the data they want. The potential seller continually shouts a lower price until no more seller calls out for a lower price. In the crowdsourcing system, DD is the buyer and the data collector is the seller. DD publishes sensing tasks, and the participants bid based on the expected reward of completing the tasks. Eventually, DD chooses the lowest-priced set of data collectors as winners and pays them off. Inverse Auction Incentives is a subset selection problem, in which the server platform chooses the subset of participants with the lowest payment under the premise of maximizing utility.
The Stackelberg game model is also commonly used in crowdsourcing, which is suitable for describing networks with multiple DDs [62] . This game model includes leaders and followers. Leaders act first and then followers adjust their strategies based on leader's actions to maximize their utility. In crowdsourcing, one of the DDs announces its own incentive price first, while the other DD adjusts its price according to the leader's published price to optimize its own profits. In such a competitive model, if a certain DD (a leader) takes the lead in raising his or her incentive price, the data collector will select the high-priced DD to submit the data, resulting in the other DD collecting no data or little data. So, other DD have to raise prices eventually. Similarly, there is also a leader-follower relationship between DD and data collectors. As DD adjusts the incentive price, data collectors also adjust their data collection strategies [62] .
The essence of the above method is to adjust the incentive to get the specified number of data samples. The general process is as follows: assume the number of data applications expected to collect is D. If the actual received data is greater than D, the current reward for each data sample will be cut to reduce the cost of applications. On the contrary, if the actual received data is less than D, which means the current incentive is not enough, system will raise the reward for data sample to motivate the participants to collect adequate data samples. There are differences in the application of specific methods. However, this method did not fully consider the quality of the data. So, in the subsequent study, the researchers put forward some data collection methods to improve the quality of the data.
(3) Quality Assurance Strategies and Methods for Data Collection Strategies.
In the incentive mechanism of crowdsourcing, the recruitment of many participants cannot guarantee that the sensing task is accomplished with high quality. While increasing the participation rate, it is important to ensure the quality of tasks. The distribution of the participants' position will affect the quality of the task. The quality of data uploaded by participants is different. Establishing an incentive mechanism based on data quality and user performance can motivate participants to upload high quality data. Incentives for quality-of-completion mainly include location-based, user-based (behaviors, contributions, and reputations), and data quality-based incentive mechanisms.
DDs generally serve service consumers by constructing data into services. Thus, DD's evaluation of data mainly lies in examining how the collected data contribute to the construction of services. Thus, the concept Quality of Contributed Service (QCS) is proposed by Tham and Luo [44] to measure the contribution of collected data to the combined services. And in the applications, such as noise mapping [13] , traffic condition reporting [10] , and environmental impact monitoring [5] , the metric named Quality-of-Information (QoI) is proposed by Song et al. [3] to evaluate the quality of data samples. The disadvantage of this type of research is that the contribution of the collected data to the service is often difficult to evaluate which makes it hard to apply in practice.
In addition to the amount and the quality of sensing data, space-time coverage is often used as a standard by researchers to evaluate the collected data. The server platform not only recruits more participants at the lowest possible payment but also considers the user's location distribution. The broader the coverage of recruiters and the greater the range of sensing, the better the data quality. Therefore, Jaimes et al. [63] proposed the GIA algorithm based on the GBMC (greedy budgeted maximum coverage) algorithm which increases the coverage of interested area with a given budget.
In addition, the data collection not only needs to consider the quantity and quality of data but also needs to control the credibility of the participants because participants will misrepresent data or personal information to obtain more payment return. The literature [64, 65] proposes an incentive mechanism based on the user's reputation. In [66] , the quality of sensing data is used as the participant's reputation value which is managed by the sever. Participants' rewards are related to their reputation ranking. This motivates participants to provide high quality data to maintain reputation value and get a higher return on payments. Literature [65] introduced existing social networks into crowdsourcing. It encourages participants to submit reliable data to establish a trusted mechanism via the reputation of participants in social networks.
System Models and Problem Statements
3.1. Network Model. The vehicular communication networks include vehicle which compose mobile data collection network [67] via vehicle set V V = { 1 , 2 , . . . , }, V ≜ { = 1, 2, . . . , }. A vehicle can be regarded as an IoT node, moving in a smart city. Vehicle is equipped with detection and sensing equipment. So, vehicle can detect and perceive some interesting physical phenomena, events, and so on. A is on behalf of the application based on sensing data, such as VTrack [11] and Waze [12] for providing omnipresent traffic information, WeatherLah [13] for giving fine-grained situation on the ground, and NoiseTube [14] for making noise maps. Application A divided the entire inspection area into H grids. A A denotes the set of grids, ≜ { = 1, 2, . . . , H}. A A | ∈ {1, 2, . . . , H} represents the grid . At the same time, the whole sensing time is divided into a series of time periods, which are expressed as Γ ≜ { = 1, 2, . . . , }. Each time consists of many smaller time intervals . In the period , the number of data samples that application A needs to collect in the sensing area can be expressed as R A , | ∀ ∈ , ∀ ∈ Γ.
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The required exact number of data samples is dictated by the specific application needs.
Definition 1 (data reporter bid). For the vehicle, they want to get some real money or virtual reward in return. The vehicle needs to pay a certain cost such as the additional time it takes to collect data, communications, electricity, and so on. The vehicle also needs to bear the risk of privacy leak. The vehicle has an expected return on the data it submits. The reward that the vehicle claimed is the bid which varies according to the data collection conditions and the area. The bid of vehicle could be denoted as
Definition 2 (data quality). Different data have different data quality. The quality of collected data is affected by the equipment performance, weather, and the signal strength when the data is submitted. The system can quantify the quality of data by integrating the past behavior of the vehicle and the quality of the submitted data which is denoted as
The data quality and price of each data collected by the vehicles are different. So, the profile of vehicle could be expressed as
indicates the grid data owned by vehicle .
A, , denotes the bid based on the cost of vehicle data reporter.
A, ,
indicates the data quality of submitted by data reporter.
Definition 3 (data demander). Data demander affords a corresponding payment when publishing the data collection application. According to the requirement and the budget of application, each demander could provide their expected payment to the system which could be denoted as
That is,
Demander could announce the request of data quality in addition to the payment. The data quality designated by the data demander could be expressed as
In the system, data demanders can choose to make a request for the quality and the reward or data, or not. The profile of a demander could be expressed as
After data demander submits the profile, the system needs to select the appropriate vehicle to complete the task according to the demander requirement. However, due to the lack of data, market law, and other reasons, the requirements of data demander not always can be completely satisfied. 
A, denotes the amount of data samples reported by the data reporter :
The aggregate amount of data collected in all areas can be expressed as
The total payment of data demander in all the area could be expressed as
The quality of all areas is
To simplify the comparison, take the average quality as output.
The allocation of the system could be expressed as
A indicates the amount of data the system can provide for application A; C A represents the payment required for the system to collect data; Q A represents the average quality of data collected by the system.
Problem Statements.
The publisher of data collection is data demander. In common data collection models, data demander often only considers the data quantity and data collection costs but ignores the data quality requirements of the data demander.
A denote the amount of collected data samples for application A and A is the number of samples collected for task A on grid , within a certain time slot .
Definition 4 (quality utilization r). "Quality Utilization" (QU) is to quantify the ratio of quality of the collected sensing data to the cost of the system. According to the relationship between quality and bid, we can divide the data into four categories: data with high quality and low bid; data with high quality and high bid; data with low quality and low bid; and data with low quality and high bid.
Application is desperate for the data with high quality and low bid. And the data with low quality and high bid should be eliminated. The data collected in grid area , ∈ for application can be denoted as
The Quality Utilization r A,
, of data which is collected in grid area , ∈ during time slot by data reporter can be denoted as
(1) A = {R A }. When the data demander does not propose the collection payment P A and the data average quality requirement L A and only the data amount R A is proposed, the goal of system is how to allocate the data collection task to obtain the higher data quality with lower payment.
For each grid specified by application, the data amount A collected by system should be bigger than the demand of the data demander: that is,
At the same time, the system should minimize the payment and maximize the quality of data. Therefore, the goal of the system could be expressed as
(2) A = {R A , P A }. Because the data demander only proposed the request for data collection payment and data amount, the goal of the system is to maximize Quality Utilization under designated payment according to the requirement of data demander. This is QUADG scheme which could maximize the Quality Utilization. And the request of data demander could be expressed as
When the data demander proposed the requirement for the data average quality L A and data amount R A , the goal of system is how to allocate the data collection task to obtain the higher data quality with lower payment. With scheme QUADG, the goal of system could be expressed as
When the data demander proposed the requirement for payment P A , the data average quality L A , and data amount R A , the goal of system is how to allocate the data collection task to satisfy the data demander according the request. With scheme QUADG, the goal of system could be expressed as
Scheme Design
To state the parameter of this paper clearly, the main notions introduced in this paper can be found in Parameter Description.
Motivation.
In time slot , the amount of data sample in sensing area could be expressed as Figure 2 shows the common process of participatory data collection. In the data collection of crowdsourcing, data reporter sense data with mobile sensing devices and then report the data to the data center nearby. Data center processes the data for the specific industrial sensing applications and returns the service to the customer. Applications submit the request of the data demander to the platform. The platform allocates the tasks to the data reporters.
Each vehicle can be regarded as a data reporter. And when a vehicle passes through a grid and submits the data, it shows that the vehicle owns the grid's resources.
At present, most crowdsourcing system always takes the auction as intensive mechanism. Most methods always only concentrate on the payment of data collection when using auction mechanism as intensive mechanism but the data quality is ignored.
Actually, the quality of different application is different. Besides, the quality of the data in the same area which is provided by different data reporter is also different. If we take no account of the difference in the quality of data and the data request of different applications, the quality of data for certain application may not satisfy the demand of application. It is necessary to come up a new plan to allocate task.
Due to the neglect of data quality, most data collection schemes often use Random Selection Data Gathering (RSDG) to select data. In this scheme, the quality differences between different data in the same region are ignored.
When allocating data collection tasks, if the amount of data is small, the best allocation solution could be found by enumerating. But for areas where data amount is big, such as airports whose amount of data is up to 100,000, the needs of the data demander could not be satisfied. It is necessary to find a suitable allocation strategy to allocate the data collection task according to the request of data demander.
Quality Utilization Based Programming.
Because of the difference in data gathering payment, environment, and gathering conditions, the quality of data is different. And different data reporters have different expectation for the reward which makes bid different. Quality Utilization Aware Data Gathering (QUADG) can obtain a balanced plan between payment and quality.
QUADG uses greedy strategy to allocate task for the data reporter. When making original selection, the system greedily chooses data with higher r , , as original winner set. If the original winner set cannot satisfy the request of data demander, QUADG will replace part of data in the winning set. The main steps of algorithms are as follows.
(1) = {R
A }
Step 1. Choose grid area , ∀ ∈ , sort all the data collected in area , ∀ ∈ according to r in descending order. The ordered Quality Utilization list can be denoted as R = {r (1) , r (2) , . . . , r (R A ) , . . . , r ( ) } .
The corresponding ordered data list can be denoted as
Step 2. Choose first R A data as winning set W which can be denoted as follows:
Step 3. Repeat Step 1 until all the areas have been traversed.
We take demander worker's profile as = {R A , L A }: for example, the details of algorithm are as follows.
Input: data requester profile: 
A, , ( ) = 1; // to mark the selected data (10) W = W ∪ {d ( ) }// to select the winning data (11)
End for (15) = R A + 1
find in W whose r is smallest// to find the data which will be eliminated from the winner set (18) If r < r ( ) (19) delete from W (20)
A, , ( ) = 1// to mark the data which is newly selected
End while (26) End for (27) 
Step 2. Choose first R A data as winning set:
Step 3. If original winning set W can satisfy the demand of the application, the algorithm comes to an end. If the original winning set W cannot satisfy the demand of the application, QUADG will delete the data with the lowest quality. And then choose the data with the highest Quality Utilization in the remaining set. Repeat this displacement process until the quality meets the demand of the application.
Step 4. Repeat Step 1 until all the grid areas have been traversed.
The algorithm of = {R
In this situation, the demand of user is tight. Data demander proposed the request for payment and quality at the same time. But the request of data demander may not be satisfied at the same time. To quantify the satisfying degree of data demander, the index satisfaction b is used to measure the demander's satisfaction:
b is the data demander's satisfaction with the system allocation. When b < 0, it indicates that the data collection scheme recommended by the system is completely consistent with the expectation of data demander. b < 0 indicates that the system's allocation scheme does not meet data demander's expectation. b > 0 indicates that the system's allocation plan exceeded the user's expectations.
In order to facilitate the comparison of data, besides the overall satisfaction b, for a single data, d ∈ system also computes the data demander satisfaction .
Then the algorithm steps are as follows. 
Input: data requester profile: = {R
A, , ( ) = 1 // to mark the selected data (10) W = W ∪ {d ( ) }// to select the winning data (11)
End for (19) find in W whose is biggest// to find the data which will be eliminated from the winner set (20) If > ( ) (21) delete from W (22) A, , ( ) = 1// to mark the data which is newly selected (23)
End if (27) End while (28) End for (29)
Step 1. Choose grid area , ∀ ∈ and sort all the data collected in area , ∀ ∈ according to r in descending order. The ordered Quality Utilization list can be denoted as
Step 3. If original winning set W can satisfy the demand of the application, the algorithm comes to an end. If the original winning set W cannot satisfy the demand of the application, QUADG will delete the data with the lowest satisfaction b.
And then choose the data with highest Quality Utilization in the remaining set. Repeat this displacement process until the satisfaction degree meets the demand of the application.
Algorithm 2 shows the details of = {R
A , P A , L A }.
Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we compare our algorithm QUADG with RSDG (Random Selection Data Gathering) and DDODG (Data Demand Only Data Gathering). RSDG randomly selects the data from the random list. The goal of DDODG is to make the allocation as close as possible to the demand of the application, not to maximize the Quality Utilization. When comparing the differences between QUADG, DDODG, and RSDG, we first analyze the differences from a single grid sensing area under the different requirements of data demander and then compare the differences overall all grid sending area of the city overall. The data set used in our experiment is T-Drive trajectories, which is provided by MSRA [68] . The original data used in the experiment is Beijing taxi GPS track data. The data packet includes approximately 10357 taxis' files. Each file is a GPS track data of a taxi within a week during the period between February 2 and February 8, 2008, in Beijing. We divide the city into grids by latitude and longitude. And according to the coordinates of vehicles, we count the frequency of taxi in each grid in time slot of a week.
The Result of Data Preprocessing.
We first divide the city into grid and add up the appearance times of taxi tab in each grid; we noted it as frequency of the tab.
Before the optimization, we must filter the invalid data in the files. If the distance between the current coordinate and the last coordinate is too far, the current coordinate may be the wrong data. The speed in most places of Beijing is limited to 80 km/h. If the average speed between current coordinate and the last coordinate is bigger than the limited speed, we can regard the current coordinate as an invalid data
The three-dimensional figure of the frequency of the tab is shown as Figure 3 . From Figure 3 we can observe that the frequencies of vehicles in the center of the city are far more than the frequency in the grids near the boundary. Most of vehicles appear in the longitude rage of 116.3, 116.55 and latitude rage of 39.8, 39.9. If there are not any vehicles in the area, the area might be developing. Figure 4 is the planar graph of the frequency of the tab. From Figure 4 , we could learn the trajectory of taxi tab. The icon in Figure 4 is the placed with the highest frequency which is Beijing Capital Airport. The data amount is far higher than the other area.
The Estimation of a Certain Grid .
The bid and the data quality of each data reporter can be generated by the Normal Distribution. We assume that the amount of submitted data of gird area , ∀ ∈ is 100 for convenience. The generated quality of data reporter is shown in Figure 5 . The generated bid of each data reporter is shown in Figure 6 . And the relationship between quality and bid is shown in Figures 7  and 8 . Figure 7 shows that most data quality is distributed in the interval [0. 35, 0.62] . Figure 8 shows that most bid is distributed in the interval [11, 22] . And next we will evaluate the validity of the algorithm in a single grid area , ∀ ∈ .
5.2.1.
= {R A }. Firstly, we evaluate the situation when the data demander only makes request for the data amount. Different applications have different requirements for the amount of data collected in different sensing areas. Some applications need same amount of data in each sensing grid area such as environment monitoring application and haze detection applications. And some other applications need different data amount in different sensing grid area. For example, the real-time traffic applications need more data in larger traffic area than less traffic area. QUADG is suitable for the two situations. But to simplify the comparison of different scheme, we assume the amount of needed data in each sensing grid area , ∀ ∈ is 5. The sensing areas whose data amount submitted by the data reporter is less than 5 are ignored. It is impossible to raise data quality by selection in the sensing area where data amount is too small. The only way to raise data quality is to encourage more people to participate in the data collection.
The achieved quality and payment by QUADG and RSDG are shown in Figure 9 . With QUADG quality has been raised by 34.28% and the payment has been reduced by 45.76%.
5.2.2.
= {R A , L A }. We compare the task allocation result of QUADG, DDODG, and RSDG. The result of the three strategies for designating different quality is shown in Figures 10 and 11 . Figure 10 shows the achieved quality of three strategies by designating different quality. And Figure 11 shows the needed payment of three strategies by designating quality. Figures 10 and 11 illustrate that DDODG adds a lot of overhead in order to be closer to the application's needs when the specified data quality falls within a lower range. QUADG's data quality at this time is always beyond the user's expectation, but the corresponding payment is far less than RSDG. From Figure 11 , we could see that when the designated quality is low, the payment of DDOGDG is high. To meet the request, DDODG will choose the data with lower Quality Utilization when the quality designated by data demander is low. So only getting closer to the request of data demander does not make sense.
5.2.3.
= {R A , P A }. We compare the task allocation result of QUADG, DDODG, and RSDG. The achieved quality of three algorithms by designating different payment is shown in Figure 12 . And the achieved payment of three algorithms by designating different payment is shown in Figure 13 . Figures 12 and 13 illustrate that quality of DDODG could be close to the requirement of the data demander when the designated payment is low. But it must be noted that the quality of DDODG decreases when the payment is high. The reason why the payment of DDODG will decrease is that the algorithm chooses the data with high bid and low quality to fit the request of the data demander. Although the payment of the data demander increases, the achieved quality of DDODG will decrease. QUADG has the lowest payment in three algorithms. Although the quality of QUADG is lower than the DDODG in part of the interval, the achieved quality is stable as the payment increases. QUADG could reduce the payment redundancy at most because when the payment comes to a certain extent, the overall quality will not increase which brings the redundancy. The payment of RSDG strategy is the highest, but the quality is the lowest. 
5.2.4.
= {R A , P A , L A }. System will allocate the task of data collection with satisfaction b which is set by data demander or the system when data requester assigned the amount of collected data, payment, and the amount of data.
We first evaluate the validity of satisfaction b. The achieved payment and achieved quality by designating different satisfaction b are shown in Figure 14 when the = {5, 10, 0.5} by QUADG. From Figure 14 , we could learn that the lower the value of satisfaction b, the higher quality and the lower the payment of data demander, which means the satisfaction b is valid.
When the satisfaction b is designated as 0.1 and L A = 0.5 the achieved quality and the achieved payment by designating different payment are shown in Figures 15 and 16 , respectively. When P A i < 10, the quality of QUADG is lower than RSDG. When the P A i designated by the data demander lies in the interval (10, 27) , the quality achieved by QUADG is far higher than RSDG and DDODG because the QUADG strategy is an optimal allocation that combines quality and payment. If the DDODG strategy is used which does not consider maximizing Quality Utilization, simply taking the requirements of data demander as goal will increase unnecessary overhead.
When the satisfaction b is designated as 0.1 and P A is designated as 10, the achieved quality and the achieved payment by designating different quality are shown in Figures  17 and 18 . Due to the nature of the random selection, the payment of RSDG is far more than DDODG and QUADG. The QUADG strategy has the similar effect as DDODG when the requirements of data demander are beyond the system boundary. However, the QUADG strategy can achieve high quality when data demander designated low quality. The overall effect of QUADG strategy is better than DDODG strategy and RSDG strategy.
The Estimation of All Grids

5.3.1.
= {R A }. When R A is designated, the achieved quality and payment of each grid by QUADG are shown in Figures 19 and 20 . The achieved quality and payment of each grid by RSDG are shown in Figures 21 and 22 . Figures 19 and  20 show the quality of each grid is similar when the amount of data R A is designated. But the payment of the grid in the center is lower than the grid at the edge of the city. That is because the amount of data in the center grid is bigger and the choice space is larger. So, the payment in the center grid is lower. In the grid area where the amount of data is not much enough, the system can only select the limited data reporter to assign tasks. So, the payment is higher than the grid where data amount is bigger. Figures 20 and 21 show that there is no obvious law between the achieved payment and the achieved quality. RSDG cannot achieve lower payment in the area where the data amount is big because RSDG makes the allocation randomly. The comparison of average quality and the average payment of QUADG and RSDG is shown in Figure 23 . QUADG quality has been raised by 10.52% and the payment has been reduced by 80.50%.
5.3.2.
= {R A , L A }. If both R A and L A are designated, to compare more conveniently we first assume the requested quality of each grid is 0.5 and the amount of requested data is 5. The quality of each grid by QUADG is shown in Figure 24 . There are two grid areas which have less data than the demand of demander. So, the achieved quality cannot satisfy the request of demander.
From Figures 25 and 29 , we could see that the payment by QUADG in the center area is less when the requested data amount in each grid is the same. That is because when the number of candidate data is big, there will be more room for the system to choose. When the number of workers participated in the data collection is lower, the payment for obtaining high quality is higher. Figures 25, 27 , and 29 illustrate that RSDG strategy has the additional overhead. Even in areas with a large amount of data, the cost of collected data will not be reduced. Figures 24, 26 , and 28 illustrate that the DDODG strategy achieves much lower data quality than the RDBP strategy among the three strategies.
The comparison of the achieved quality and the achieved payment of three algorithms by designating different quality is shown in Figures 30 and 31 . We noted that when the requested quality lies in the interval [0, 0.47] where the corresponding data reporter amount is little, DDODG can satisfy the demander's quality request. But from Figure 31 we could see that to meet the request, DDODG will choose the data with lower Quality Utilization when the quality designated by data demander is low. The quality low bound of QUADG is 0.55. If the requested quality is lower than 0.55, the quality will still be 0.55. But the payment will not increase. Figures 34, 35, and 36 show the relationship between the achieved quality and the achieved payment of QUADG, DDODG, and RSDG, respectively. Figures 32, 33, and 34 show that there is a positive correlation between the achieved quality and the achieved payment when QUADG quality is greater than 0.55. But, DDODG have high payment when the achieved quality is low. There is no obvious correlation between the achieved payment and the achieved quality of the RSDG. The efficiency of RSDG is lower than QUADG.
5.3.3.
= {R A , P A }. If both R A and P A are designated, to compare more conveniently we assume the requested payment of each data is 5 and the amount of requested data is 5. The achieved payment and the achieved quality of QUADG are shown in Figures 35 and 36 , respectively. The achieved payment and the achieved quality of DDODG are shown in Figures 37 and 38 , respectively. The achieved payment and the achieved quality of RSDG are shown in Figures 39 and 40 , respectively.
As can be seen from Figures 35, 37 , and 39, the payment of the RSDG strategy is the highest. The goal of the DDODG strategy is to get as close as possible to the data demander's requirement, so the three dimensions of DDODG are smoother. From Figures 36, 38 , and 40 we could see that the overall level of the quality of RSDG is lower than that of QUADG and DDODG.
The comparison of the achieved quality and the achieved payment of three strategies by designating different quality is shown in Figures 41 and 42 . It can be seen from Figure 41 that the payment of the QUADG strategy is much lower than the RSDG and DDODG strategies. Figure 42 shows the quality results under the three strategies with designated payment. Although the quality of DDODG is high, the achieved quality gradually decreases when the payment of data demander gradually increases. To get close to the request of data demander, DDODG strategy will choose the data with the higher bid despite data quality. The QUADG strategy can be used to obtain the best solution of the combination of payment and quality when the data demander only makes a request for the payment. 
5.3.4.
= {R A , P A , L A }. To simplify the process of comparison, we first assume the average payment of a single data is 10. And the requested quality is 0.45.
The achieved quality and the achieved payment of each grid by QUADG are shown in Figures 43 and 44 , respectively. The achieved quality and the achieved payment of each grid by DDODG are shown in Figures 45 and 46 , respectively. The achieved quality and the achieved payment of each grid by QUADG are shown in Figures 47 and 48 , respectively. From Figures 43, 45 , and 47, it can be seen that the QUADG strategy achieves the highest data quality. The goal of the DDODG strategy is to get as close as possible to the data demander's requirement, so the quality in each grid is similar. As can be seen from Figures 44, 46 , and 48, with QUADG, the payment in the center of city is lower where data amount is bigger. It shows that QUADG strategy can effectively reduce the data redundancy when data amount is sufficient.
And next, the control variate method is used to compare the differences between QUADG strategy, DDODG of QUADG strategy is the highest when the data quality specified by the data demander is less than 0.6. When the data-demander-specified data quality is greater than 0.6, although quality of the DDODG strategy is higher than QUADG, the corresponding payment of QUADG is far less than the DDODG strategy. The RSDG strategy is the worst in both data payment and data quality. Figures 51 and 52 are the results obtained under the conditions of fixed quality and changing payment. From Figures 51 and 52 , comparted with DDODG and RSDG, it can be seen that data demander could get the highest data quality with the lowest payment. QUADG is better than RSDG and DDODG in both data quality and payment. 
Conclusion
In this paper, QUADG has been proposed to optimize the quality and payment in the process of data collection. In this scheme, the information will be collected when vehicles pass by the area near sensor nodes. The data will be submitted to data processing center when vehicles pass through the center. To encourage more people to participate in the process of collecting data, vehicle data reporter can propose the bid of his own data.
Most intensive mechanisms always concentrate on the payment of data gathering when using auction mechanism as intensive mechanism. But the data quality is ignored when system selects data randomly in a traditional way. In this paper, quality-density has been raised to select the data with high quality and low bid. Data demander could designate the quality and payment according to the requirement of the application. System will allocate the data collection tasks according to the request of data demander. We compare QUADG with the common scheme RSDG and DDODG under four situations. And it has been proved that QUADG is valid.
Parameter Description
: The data set collected in grid area , ∀ ∈ r , , : The Quality Utilization of data collected by data reporter in grid area , ∀ ∈ at time A,
, : The bid of data collected by data reporter in grid area , ∀ ∈ at time A,
, : The quality of data collected by data reporter in grid area , ∀ ∈ at time R A : The designated data amount of application A by data demander P A : The designated payment of application A by data demander L A : The designated quality of application A by data demander R : The ordered list of Quality Utilization in grid , ∀ ∈ D : The list of data in grid , ∀ ∈ ordered by the Quality Utilization b: The satisfaction of data demander towards the QUADG strategy : The satisfaction of data demander towards the single data W: The winning data set.
